LastPass and FIDO Alliance gauged IT decision makers’ attitudes and plans for removing passwords in favor of easier and more secure authentication.

**The results?**

A growing movement toward password elimination that embraces a passwordless future.

- **92%** of businesses have or plan to move to passwordless technology.
- **89%** of IT leaders expect passwords will represent less than a quarter of their organization’s logins in 5 years or less.
- **55%** of IT leaders feel they need more education on how the technology works and/or how to deploy it.
- **92%** of IT leaders believe passwords will benefit their overall security posture.
- **69%** of IT leaders anticipate passwords will be stored in a third-party password manager.

Education is key to success and widespread adoption. 89% of IT leaders feel they need more education on how the technology works and/or how to deploy it.

Passkeys will be a significant part of the passwordless future – easily integrating with existing tech stacks.

Businesses are actively moving to eradicate passwords from employees’ lives and embracing the passwordless future.

Want to learn more? Set the full 2023 Workforce Authentication Report.